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10 Abstract

11 Automatic tagging of video recordings of sports matches and training sessions can be helpful

12 to coaches and players, and provide access to structured data at a scale that would be unfeasi-

13 ble if one were to rely on manual tagging. Recognition of different actions forms an essential

14 part of sports video tagging. In this paper, we employ machine learning techniques to auto-

15 matically recognise specific types of volleyball actions (i.e. underhand serve, overhead pass, serve,

16 forearm pass, one hand pass, smash and block which are manually annotated) during matches 

and training sessions (uncon-

17 trolled, in the wild data) based on motion data captured by inertial measurement unit (IMU)

18 sensors strapped on the wrists of 8 female volleyball players. Analysis of the results suggests 

that all

19 sensors in the IMU (i.e. magnetometer, accelerometer, barometer and gyroscope) contribute

20 unique information in the classification of volleyball actions types. We demonstrate that while

21 the accelerometer feature set provides better results than other sensors overall (i.e. gyroscope, 

magnetometer and barometer)  feature fusion of the accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope 

provides the bests  results ( Unweighted Average Recall (UAR)= 67.87%, Unweighted Average 

Precision (UAP)= 68.68% and Kappa = 0.727), well above the chance level of 14.28%. 

Interestingly, it is also demonstrated that the dominant hand (UAR =61.45%, UAP= 65.41% and 

Kappa = 0.652) provides better

22 results  than the non-dominant (UAR = 45.56%, UAP = 55.45 and Kappa = 0.553) hand. 

23 Apart from machine learning models, this paper also discusses a modular architecture for 

a system to automatically supplement video recording by detecting events of interests in 

volley-
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24 ball matches and training sessions and to provide tailored and interactive multi-modal feedback

25 by utilizing an html5/JavaScript application. A proof of concept prototype developed based on

26 this architecture is also described.
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27 Introduction

28 Coaches and players desire and would benefit greatly from easy access to performance data 

of

29 matches and training sessions15. They use this information not only to monitor performance

30 but also to plan training programs and game strategy. According to the assessment of

31 volleyball coaches in Netherlands 1, the two areas which can substantially improve sports

32 training are as follows:

33 • Interactive exercises and enhanced instructions.

34 • Providing the trainer with information from live data on player behaviour.

35 It is because performance in sports depends on training programs designed by team staff, with

36 a regime of physical, technical, tactical and perceptual-cognitive exercises. Depending on how

37 athletes perform, exercises are adapted, or the program may be redesigned. State of the art data

38 science methods have led to ground breaking changes. Data is from sources such as tracking

39 position and motion of athletes in basketball32 and baseball and football match statistics30.

40 Furthermore, new hardware platforms appear, such as LED displays integrated into

41 a sports court12 or custom tangible sports interfaces21. These offer possibilities for hybrid

42 training with a mix of technological and non-technological elements12. This has led to novel

43 kinds of exercises11,21 including real-time feedback, that can be tailored to the specifics of

44 athletes in a highly controlled way.
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45 These developments are not limited to elite sport. Interaction technologies are also

46 used for youth sports (e.g., the widely used player development system of Dotcomsport.nl),

47 and school sports and Physical Education15.

48 Identification and classification of events of interest in sports recordings therefore, is

49 of interest for not only coaches and players but also for sports fans who might, for example, wish

50 to watch all home runs hit by a player during the 2013 baseball season22, or a coach searching

51 for video recordings related to the intended learning focus for a player or the whole training

52 session15.

53 Analysis of videos, displaying different events of interest, may help in getting

54 insightful tactical play and engagement with players8. Video edited game analysis is a com-

55 mon method for post-game performance evaluation15.

1https://www.volleybal.nl/eredivisie/dames -- last accessed (June, 2020)
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56 However, these examples require events to be manually tagged which not only requires

57 time and effort but would also splits a trainer’s attention from training to tagging the events for

58 later viewing and analysis.

59 A system which could automatically tag such events would help trainers avoid manual

60 effort  and has the potential to provide tailored and interactive multi-modal feedback to coaches 

and

61 players. The approach described in this paper precisely addresses the above issue.

62 The context of the current paper is the Smart Sports Exercises project in which we aim

63 to use multimodal sensor data and machine learning techniques to enable players and coaches

64 to monitor performance but also to provide interactive feedback26.

65 This paper extends our previous research7,27,28,39 and details the architecture, components 

and

66 a comprehensive analysis of a machine learning based system which automatically classifies

67 volleyball actions performed by players during their regular training sessions. The presented 

paper demonstrates the following:

68 • Description of a proof of concept prototype of a real-time video supplementary

69 system to allow coaches and players to easily search for the information or event of

70 interest (e.g. All the serves by a particular player).

71 • Description of an annotated and anonymized Dataset of IMUs data of players while playing 

volleyball in
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72 real-life training scenarios.

73 • A novel and comprehensive analysis to:

74 the evaluation of each sensor data from IMUs (3D acceleration, 3D angular velocity,

75 3D magneto meter and air pressure) and their fusion for  automatically identifying basic

76 volleyball actions such as: under hand serve, overhead pass, serve, forearm pass, one

77 hand pass, smash, block.

78 Evaluate the role of dominant and non-dominant hand for modelling the type of

79 volleyball action.

80 Related Work

81 There are many applications of automatically identifying actions in sport activities1,22,25,33.

82 Due to their portability and reasonable pricing, Wearable devices such as Inertial Measure-

83 ment Units (IMUs)2,31 are becoming increasingly popular for sports related action 

analysis25.Researchers have proposed different configurations in terms of number and placement 

of sensors36, however it is ideal to keep the number of sensors to minimum due to issues related 

to cost, setup effort and player’s comfort5,9,35,36.

84 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors 2,31 have been utilized to automatically detect 

sport

85 activities in numerous sports e.g. soccer23,29, tennis17,37, table tennis3, hockey23, basketball20,24

86 and rugby14. Many approaches have been proposed for human activity recognition. They can

87 be categorized into two main categories: wearable sensor-based and vision-based.
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88 Vision-based methods employ cameras to detect and recognize activities using com-

89 puter vision technologies. While wearable  sensor-based methods collect input signals from 

wearable

90 sensors mounted on human bodies such as accelerometer and gyroscope. For example, Liu et

91 al.19 identified temporal patterns among actions and used those patterns to represent activities

92 for automatic  actionautomatic action recognition. Kautz et al.13 presented an automatic 

monitoring

93 system for beach volleyball based on wearable sensor devices which are placed at wrist of

94 dominant hand of players. Beach volleyball serve recognition from a wrist-worn gyroscope is

95 proposed in Cuspinera et al.6 which is placed on the forearm of players. Kos et al.16 proposed

96 a method for tennis stroke detection. They used a wearable IMU device which is located on

97 the players’ wrists. A robust player segmentation algorithm and novel features are extracted

98 from video frames, and finally, classification results for different classes of tennis strokes using

99 Hidden Markov Model are reported38.

100 Jarit et al.10 studied college baseball players, in total 88 subjects of two groups. Jamar

101 dynamometer was used to test maximum grip strength (kgf) for both hands. The recording

102 was done for dominant and nondominant hands. The highest measurements were taken for the

103 statistical analysis. Every subject put their maximal effort. 2-factor repeated measures to ana-

104 lyze the variance was used to compare both hands’ grip strength ratios of the experimental and

105 control group. Results of the study showed that there is no significant differences of baseball

106 players’ dominant and nondominant hands grip strength.
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107100 Based on the above literature, we have concluded that the most studies take into ac-

108101 count the role of dominant hand particularly for volleyball action modelling and the 

role of

109102 non-dominant hand is less explored. It is also noted that none of the studies above 

evaluated

110103 the IMU sensors for volley ball action recognition. The paper extends our previous 

work7,27,28,39

111104 in which we evaluated the IMU sensors for two class problem (action and no-action). 

However

112105 this study evaluates the sensors for type of volley ball action such as serve or block which 

is a

113106 seven class problem.

114107 By combining machine learning models based on IMUs sensors with a video tagging

115108 system, this paper opens up new opportunities for applying sensor technologies such as 

IMU sensors

116109 with interactive system to enhance the training experience.

117110 Approach

118111 The presented paper extends upon the ideas presented in our previous work7,27,28,39. Fig-

119112 ure 1 shows the overall system architecture. This paper focuses on step

120113 3 of the proposed system. However, this section provides a brief summary of all the 

steps to
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121114 provide a full idea of the proposed approach.

122115 Data was collected in a typical volleyball training session. In which 8 female volley-

123116 ball players wore Inertial Measurements Units (IMU) on both wrists and were 

encouraged to

124117 play naturally step (0) in Figure 1. The details of the data collection protocol and 

annotation

125118 procedure is presented in section “Volleyball Data set”.

126119 Time domain features such as mean, standard deviation, median, mode, skewness and

127120 kurtosis  are extracted over a frame length (i.e. time window) of 0.5 seconds of sensor

128121 data with an overlap of 50% with the neighbouring frame. See step(1) of figure 1.

129122 Classification is performed in two stages i.e. step (2) and step (3). In step (2) binary

130123 classification is performed to identify if a player is performing action or not, using 

supervised

131124 machine learning with unweighted average recall (UAR) as high as 86.87%. The details of 

the

132125 action vs non-action classification procedure is described in7,28,39. Next in step (3) (figure 

1), type

133126 of volleyball action performed by the players is classified using supervised machine 

learning

134127 algorithms. The details of type of action classification is described in section 

“Experimentation”.

135128 Once the actions are identified, its information along with the timestamp is stored

136129 in a repository for indexing purposes. Information related to the video, players and 
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actions

137130 performed by the players are indexed and stored as documents in tables or cores in Solr 

search

138131 platform34. An example of a Smash indexed by Solr is shown in table 1.

139132 [Table 1 about here.]

140133 An interactive system is developed to allow player and coaches, access to performance

141134 data by automatically supplementing video recordings of training sessions and matches.
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142135 The interactive system is developed as web application. The server-side is written

143136 using asp.net MVC framework. While the front-end is developed using 

HTML5/Javascript.

144137 Figure 2 shows a screen shot of the front-end of the developed system. The player list

145138 and actions list are dynamically populated by querying the repository. The viewer can filter 

the

146139 actions by player and action-type (e.g.  overhead pass by player 3).  Once a particular 

action

147140 item is clicked or taped, the video is automatically jumped to the time interval where the 

action

148141 is being performed.

149142 Currently the developed system lets a user filter types of action performed by each user

150143 . Details of the interactive system are described in previous work27,28.

151144 [Figure 1 about here.]

152145 [Figure 2 about here.]

153146 Volleyball Data set

154147 In order to collect data for the experimentation, 8 female volleyball players wore In-
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155148 ertial Measurement Units (IMU) on both wrists during their regular training session (see 

Figure 3). All players were amateur volleyball players and belonged to different age groups. The

156149 players were encouraged to play naturally so that the data is representative of real life 

training

157150 scenarios. The video is also recorded using two video cameras. Later the IMU sensors data 

and video

158151 streams are synchronised. No screen-shots of the recorded session are added due to 

explicit

159152 request by players not to publish their pictures or videos. It is done so that the models 

trained

160153 are capable of performing in the wild instead of controlled settings.

161154 It is for this reason the collected data is highly imbalanced, e.g. for the binary classi-

162155 fication task of action vs non-action recognition39, there is 1453 vs 24412 seconds of data

163156 respectively.

164157 Similar unbalanced can be seen in the type of volleyball actions performed by players.

165158 Table 2 shows the frequency of each volleyball action performed by each player.

166159 [Figure 3 about here.]

167160 [Table 2 about here.]
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168161 Three students annotated the video using Elan software4. All annotators were the 

participants of

169162 eNTERFACE2019 and the annotation task is not paid. Since volleyball actions performed 

by

170163 players are quite distinct there is no ambiguity in terms of inter-annotator agreement. 

The

171164 quality of the annotation is evaluated by a majority vote i.e. if all annotator have annotated 

the

172165 same action or if an annotator might have missed or mislabelled an action.

173166 Experimentation

174167 Feature Extraction The feature set for this paper is extracted from the feature set of a 

previous

175168 study conducted to distinguish actions from non-actions in volleyball training sessions7. 

In

176169 that study we used time domain features such as mean, standard deviation, median, 

mode,

177170 skewness and kurtosis which are extracted over a frame length of 0.5 seconds of sensor 

data

178171 with an overlap of 50% with the neighbouring frame. For the current study we did not 

apply

179172 frequency domain approaches or deep learning approaches due to fact that the data set is 
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rather

180173 small for such approaches. The second reason for not opting to use deep learning methods 

is to evaluate IMU’s sensor information in resource constrained settings such as a mobile 

application.

181 For the current study, we calculated an average of frame-level features over the time 

window length of an action. the mean of each of the features of the starting

182174 frame and ending frame of each individual action. It is done so because the current 

models

183175 are intended to be used on the classification performed by the previous model: first a 

classifier

184176 such as the one described in Haider et al.7,39 would identify the presence of an action (start 

and end time of an action); subsequently the model

185177 trained and reported in this paper would further classify the type of that action.

186178 Classification Methods  

187179 The classification experiments were performed using five different methods, namely 

decision trees (DT, with leaf size of 10), nearest neighbour (KNN with K=5), linear discriminant 

analysis (LDA), Naive Bayes (NB, with kernel distribution assumption) and support vector 

machines (SVM, with a linear kernel, box constraint of 0.5, and sequential minimal optimization 

solver ).

188180  

189181  The classification methods are implemented in MATLAB using the statistics and machine 

learning toolbox.  A leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) cross-validation setting was adopted, where the training 

data does not contain any information of the validation subjects. To assess the classification results, we 
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used the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) as a primary measure as the dataset is imbalanced 

but we also reported  overall accuracy, Unweighted Average Precision (UAP) and Kappa18 for the 

best results .

190182 The unweighted average recall is the arithmetic average of recall of all classes and 

unweighted average precision is the arithmetic average of precision of all classes.

191183

2http://uk.mathworks.com/products/matlab/ (December 2018)
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192184 Results 

193185 The UAR of dominant hand and non-dominant hand for all sensors are shown in Ta-

194186 ble 3 and Table 4 respectively. These results indicate that the dominant hand (UAR= 

61.45%, UAP = 65.45 and Kappa = 0.652) provides

195187 better results than the non-dominant hand (UAR=45.56%, UAP = 55.45% and Kappa = 

0.553). The averaged UAR across sensors indicate that the SVM

196188 classifier provides the best average UAR (40.34%) across sensors for dominant hand 

and NB provides the best av-

197189 eraged UAR (34.85%) across sensors for non-dominant hand for action type detection. It 

is also noted that

198190 the accelerometer provides the best averaged UARs across classifiers for dominant 

(53.92%) and non-dominant

199191 (42.70%) hand. The pressure sensor provides the least UAR across classifiers, and the 

gyroscope

200192 provides better UAR across classifiers than the magnetometer. For further insights, 

confusion matrices of the

201193 best results using dominant hand and non-dominant hand are shown in Figure 4 and 

Figure 5

202194 along with precision, recall of each class, overall accuracy, UAR, UAP and Kappa18. From 

Figure 4

203195 and Figure 5, it is also noted that the dominant hand provides better kappa (0.652) than 

non-

204196 dominant hand (0.533). It is noted that the dominant hand provides better precision for 

‘under
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216 hand serve’ (78.79%), ‘serve’ (80.95%), ‘over head pass’ (74.80%),‘ one hand pass’ (50.00%)

217 and ‘forearm pass’(75.12%). However, non-dominant hand provides better recall for ‘smash’

218 (76.67%) and ‘block’ (44.44%). It is also noted that the non-dominant hand (63.30%) provides

219 better recall for ‘smash’ action than dominant hand (55.05). For all other actions the dominant

220 hand provides better recall than non-dominant hand.  It suggests that both hands are important

221 in classifying type of volleyball actions.  That is why, we also experimented with combining

222 different sensors and also with using both the dominant and non-dominant hand to see if using

223 both hands instead of only one hand would provide better results.

224 Table 5 shows the UAR using fusion of different sensors and using ddominant hand 

(DH),

225 nnon-ddominant hand (NDH) and both hands. While the dominant hand gives better results 

(UAR =

226 61.79%) compared to the non-dominant hand (UAR= 54.28%). However, using both hands

227 (UAR= 67.87%) provided better results than dominant hand. We also noted that the LDA

228 provides better results than SVM. For further insights, confusion matrix of the best result for

229 both hands is shown in Figure 6. It is noted that the fusion improves precision of 5 volleyball

230 actions but results in a decrease of recall for ‘one hand pass’ (35.29%) and ‘block’ (25.00%).

231 However, the overall accuracy (78.17%), UAR (67.87%) and Kappa (0.727) are improved. it is

232 also noted that the fusion improves the recall of five volleyball actions but results in decrease

233 of recall for ‘block’ (from 41.67% to 37.50%) and ‘forearm pass’ (from 85.99% to 81.64).
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234 [Table 3 about here.]
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235 [Table 4 about here.]

236 [Figure 4 about here.]

237 [Table 5 about here.]

238 [Figure 5 about here.]

239 To better understand the relationship between the dominant, non-dominant and both

240 hands, we also drew the Venn diagram depicted shown in Figure 7. In that Figure, the blue 

area

241 (labelled “Target”) represents the annotated labels (i.e. ground truth), the green area represents the 

predicted labels

242 when the non-dominant hand information was used, the red area represents the predicted labels

243 when dominant hand information was used and finally the yellow area represents the prediction

244 obtained with the fusion of both hands.

245 The Venn diagram suggests that the information captured by dominant and non-dominant

246 hand is not similar, as only 320 out of 646 instances are detected by all the methods (i.e. domi-

247 nant, non-dominant and fusion) and there are 74 out 646 instances which have not been captured

248 by any of methods. Those 74 instances contain 8 of ‘block’, 16 of smash one of ‘under hand

249 serve’, 12 of ‘serve’, 9 of ‘over head pass’, 18 of ‘one hand pass’ and 10 of ‘forearm pass’.

250 [Figure 6 about here.]
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251 Discussion 

252

253 The results reported above show that the dominant hand plays an important role

254 in classifying the type of action, compared to the non-dominant hand which provided better

255 results for action vs no-action classification7. HoweverHowever, the non-dominant hand certainly 

plays

256 a useful role in action type classification as the results improved to 67.87% UAR compared to

257 61.79% using only the dominant hand. The results are highly applicable as they demonstrate

258 the added value of using sensors on both arms for type of action classification compared to

259 using only one arm.

260 The results are highly encouraging and show the viability of the trained model to be

261 used in a real time system27. While the 67.87% UAR does leaves room for improvement, it

262 is our contention that it can be easily achieved by collecting data from a couple of additional

263 training sessions, as the models are currently trained over a single training session in which

264 players were encouraged to play naturally resulting in an unbalanced data set.

265 Thise article presented paper focusesd on the type of volleyball action recognition. The overall 

approach works using two stepss in multiplclassification method steps (see Figure 1). First the 

system classifies start and end times of an action and non-action event7,39 (i.e. binary class 

problem see step 2 in Figure 1) and then upon detection of an action event, it further classifies the 

type of action (the focus of this article).  In real life scenario, the system will use the machine 
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learning models for both classification steps i.e.  action vs non-action classification7,39 7, 39  and 

type of action classification (see section Experimentation).  

264
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265266 Concluding Remarks

266267 This paper has proposed and described an approach to model volleyball player behav-

267268 ior for analysis and feedback. The described system and machine learning models 

automati-

268269 cally identify volleyball specific actions and automatically tags video footage to enable 

easy

269270 access to relevant information for players and coaches. Apart from saving time and 

effort on

270271 the coach’s behalf. By providing real time data the proposed approach opens up new 

possibili-

271272 ties for coaches to analyze player performance and provide quick and adaptive feedback 

during

272273 the training session.

273274 The presented experiment also demonstrated the role of dominant and non-dominant

274275 hand in classification of volleyball action type and presented evaluation results of 

different

275276 sensors and machine learning methods. The results on the relatively small and unbalanced 

data

276277 set are highly encouraging and applicable.

277278 Future Directions

278279 The outcome of the presented paper has the potential to be extended in multiple ways.
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279280 In terms of machine learning models, we plan to use frequency domain features such as 

Scalo-

280281 gram and Spectrogram instead of time domain features currently used to train the models.

281282 Apart from extending the machine learning models the aim is to further develop the

282283 video tagging system from a proof of concept prototype to a more functional and 

integrated

283284 system.

284285 The following list summarises possible ways to extend the project.

285286 • Further classify actions

• Using frequency domain approaches for feature extraction such as  scalogram, spectrogram.

286287 • Using transfer learning approaches such as ResNet, AlexNet, VGGNet.

287288 • Classification based on the above feature set.

288289 • Further integration of Demo system and models.

289290 In terms of further development and testing of the proposed system, we plan to conduct

290291 user studies with coaches and participants to understand the ways in which it can enhance 

their experience while performing their regular tasks. The user studies will be conducted using

291292 user centric design approaches and with systematic feedback from the participants to not 

only
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292293 understand how the system is being used by them, but what functionalities can be added to 

the

293294 system to further enhance its usability for coaches and player alike.
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Table 1 Sample Solr structure

"id":"25_06_Player_1_action_2" 

"player_id":["25_06_Player_1"], 

"action_name":["Smash"],

"timestamp":["00:02:15"], 

"_version_":1638860511128846336
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Table 2 Data Set Description: number and type of actions performed by each player

ID # Actions Forearm Pass Onehand Pass Overhead Pass Serve Smash Underhand Serve Block

1 120 40 3 16 0 29 28 4

2 125 36 2 14 32 15 0 6

3 116 50 3 3 34 25 0 1

5 124 46 2 19 21 28 4 4

6 150 30 1 70 0 12 30 7

7 106 39 4 13 0 14 34 2

8 105 34 4 16 34 17 0 0

9 144 42 1 58 33 4 1 5

total 990 317 20 209 154 144 97 49
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Table 3 Dominant Hand: Unweighted Average Recall

Sensor DT KNN NB SVM LDA avg.

Acc. 46.26 54.09 50.29 61.45 57.53 53.92

Mag. 35.67 34.98 37.72 36.31 40.88 37.11

Gyr. 41.61 36.07 35.77 42.09 38.89 38.89

Baro. 24.90 15.89 14.39 21.51 22.60 19.86

avg. 37.11 35.26 34.54 40.34 39.40 –
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Table 4 Non-Dominant Hand: Unweighted Average Recall

Sensor DT KNN NB SVM LDA avg.

Acc. 39.85 37.67 45.06 45.38 45.56 42.70

Mag. 35.70 32.40 38.65 29.37 31.36 33.50

Gyr. 33.50 32.83 36.85 32.40 31.95 33.51

Baro. 16.32 12.77 18.83 14.29 15.42 15.53

avg. 31.34 28.92 34.85 30.36 31.07 –
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Table 5 Sensor Fusion: Unweighted Average Recall (%) 

for Dominant Hand (DH), non-Dominant Hand (NDH) and 

Both Hands (BH)

SVM LDA

Sensor DH NDH BH DH NDH BH

acc 61.45 45.38 57.61 57.53 45.56 62.96

Mag 36.31 29.37 44.50 40.88 31.36 50.12

Gyr 42.09 32.40 42.50 38.89 31.95 47.54

Baro 21.51 14.29 17.40 22.60 15.42 25.76

Acc + Mag 59.08 45.58 60.14 61.28 50.79 65.87

Acc + Gyr. 55.71 45.20 44.99 61.19 49.67 64.14

Acc + Baro. 61.79 45.37 54.99 58.34 49.12 63.47

Gyr + Mag 47.36 36.93 43.41 50.71 40.24 61.24

Acc + Mag + Gyr 55.50 43.76 44.06 60.95 54.28 67.87

Acc +gyr + Baro 55.92 44.54 44.47 61.06 50.54 64.72

All 55.43 43.59 44.22 59.76 53.87 67.78
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